MANCA 2014 LEG 3 SAILING LOG
ESTEPONA TO CEUTA AND MOROCCO - PLUS TWO LAND VOYAGES TO
TETOUAN AND CHEFCHAOUEN
After a long dilly dally in Estepona, on May 10, we decided to make a late start, take an easy leg and
putter west to Sotogrande before crossing the Strait of Gibraltar and thereby splitting the distance to
Cueta on the north west corner of Africa.
On arrival at Sotogrande, a very friendly volunteer helped the marina staff dock us at the Torre de
Control. Wow an English speaking rope handler! How nice! Soon we find we are being offered lots of
help and advice from no other than the mature Glenn Sean son of the famous singer Glen
Yarborough.
Glenn Sean later comes by for a beer and regales us with delightful yarns about family, his escapades
in Spain, Mexico, the USA and especially how his aging father has been sadly taken advantage of by
the local “gardeners” in Guadalajara who seemed determined to steal most of his property. Glenn
Sean is now employed in Spain managing a very large motor yacht beside the Torre de Control in
Sotogrande.
How nice to be helped by Glenn Sean
Yarborough in Sotogrande.

Lots of room in the marina in May.
Many apartments have private docks.

Sotogrande has lots to offer: it is close to Gibraltar, has its own golf course, there are beaches both
sides with great seafood cafes and an active sailing club.

Regatta sailing out of Sotogrande.

We enjoyed great seafood in the cafes
in the village at the end of the beach.

CROSSING THE STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR
While the distance for May 11 to Ceuta was not great we were still quite apprehensive. There was
fog lurking about and after all the stories of the dangers of the Strait; the wild winds around The
Rock, lots of shipping traffic, currents, eddies and strong rip tides, we kept a very sharp look out
especially for “clashing rocks”, the “end of the world” and possibly monsters.
Will the Estepona monster be waiting
for us as we cross to Africa?

To the west clear visibility and the infamous Rock of Gibraltar

At times, to the east, we could hear fog horns blowing as ships caught in the fog warned us of their
approach. But we were sailing in clear air so we could watch them approach in safety and easily take
avoidance action as they loomed out of the fog.
To the east danger as ships emerged
from the fog, their horns heard long
before they appear.

As if to reassure us, a large pod of dolphins came by to check we were safe. They then went back to
busily fishing for lunch.

The guide book say the dolphins will
always come to welcome sailors in The
Strait. They did!

Always playful, the dolphins divert from
fishing, swim to Manca and make sure
we are welcome and safe!

On the approach to Ceuta the cruising guide advises the sailor to be ready for an increase in traffic
including fast moving ferries. Easy enough to read about but when they are bearing down on you at
30 knots, with mouths open wide as if to swallow you, it is enough to cut and run. At these times
Manca’s small 55hp motor seems way to slow for fast avoidance maneuvers.

This fast moving beast looked like it was
aiming to eat us as we approached
Ceuta harbor.

CEUTA A WONDEFUL HISTORIC SPANISH ENCLAVE IN AFRICA
Arriving in Cueta we had the doubtful nerve wracking pleasure of meeting a mariner at the dock who
was enjoying his first day on the job. While the wind is blowing Manca perilously close to crashing
into another boat to leeward our young fellow, instead of trying to help with the mooring ropes, is
standing there holding out the registration papers! A neighboring boater came to our rescue and
saved Manca from the expensive sound of fiberglass crunching. However we are soon made safe and
comfortable in the beautiful harbor.

Ceuta Hercules Marina small craft dock
with ferry dock behind.

Manca snug in the safe Hercules Marina
harbor.

Ceuta: What a beautiful ancient harbor!
The tiny Spanish enclave of Ceuta has so
much to offer and explore.

Hercules, undeterred by the Tasmanian attack, overlooks
the Ceuta Marina.

The waters around Ceuta have for
centuries been rich tuna fishing
grounds. Large nets are set which can
be a trap for sailing yachts.

Across the narrow peninsular from the
harbor is a lovely white beach. Morocco
is just a few miles east.

Tribute to the soldiers- possibly the Spanish Legion.

Cartographer Al Idrist 1099-1166. No

The massive walls of the Ceuta castle
and the moat which allows boats to pass
across the peninsular.

Arabic steam baths from the 11th
century.

A fluffy seagull chick born on the castle
ramparts.

Two legged ten toed "rape" fish in Cueta market a five
minute walk from our Hercules marina.

Count the toes five on each foot!

A beautiful swimming resort, waiting for
the tourist to come, stretches for acres
right beside the Hercules Marina.

There is wonderful architecture from many styles in
Ceuta icnludinghe house of dragons!

The dragons of Ceuta

On May 12 we spend most of the morning with paper work in order to clear Spain and leave the next
day for Morocco. The officials in the ferry terminal were helpful and polite but checked the passports
very carefully. Cueta has recently been a hot spot for refugees trying to brave the razor wire and
head for freedom in the “Old World” now made “New” by Merkel and Co. and the Euros.

MOROCCO HERE WE COME!
So May 13 brings a short 14NM run with the tide to Marina Smir and the exotic North Africa foods,
spices, culture and history. The green treed mountains on the right as we head east blow the
expected views of desserts and camels away. Check in at the beautiful tower is very polite and easy.
Yes Manca was inspected by the police and both customs and the officials asked if we had guns on

board. The best part! The lovely woman behind the office desk negotiated a deal for our stay: here
every price is open for discussion.
Our timing was perfect. We were well tucked in before a week of easterlies blow up big seas and
pounding surf just outside the almost impenetrable breakwater cleverly designed to stop the swells
but not all the big breakers. Unlike many of the Spanish marinas this one is very comfortable in a big
blow.

Breakers over the Smir Marina entrance
wall.

A week of easterlies hurled big boomers
at the Smir east beach.

Waves break over the wall. We were
very safe on our dock as the King’s Royal
guard were posted at the end of our
pontoon providing 24 hour security not that there was any sign we needed
it in this peaceful country.

Camel and rider beside Manca at our dock! Desert ship meets ocean
ship!

Morocco woman on hairy camel enjoys a ride on the dock
beside Manca.

Woman enjoying a Sunday on Smir
beach.

Happy local man with his catch beside Manca – Smir marina

TWO LAND VOYAGES: TETOUAN AND CEFCHAOUEN
With the bad easterly weather keeping us harbor bound we were lucky to find another Australian
happy to help us on a land voyage or two. The beauty of Morocco is that taxis are plentiful, very well
managed and very cheap. Most drivers speak some French the price are regulated. Easy peasy. (In
my brave new world every Parisian taxi driver should be sent to Morocco for a lesson in manners and
fair, good service!).

TETOUAN
So for the first land adventure to Tetouan we took cheap taxis. The large city has a well preserved
“souk” or market. The walled 11th century labyrinth is still a vibrant place of work for many crafts: all
men. A guide is essential to find your way through the maze of narrow winding alley. Splitting the 10
euro guide costs for a 4 hour fascinating time was easy on the wallet.
Berber woman in traditional dress in souk.

This older photo shows the streets with
intricate tiling outside King’s Palace in
Tetouan.

Man in leather tanning vat. While he
had protective boots and clothing the
stench was unbearable for us even on a
cool day with a breeze.

Man making hats for one of the Berber tribes.

Hundreds of herbs spices and remedies .

Our lunch in a luxury Tetouan home. King of Morocco in
photo-above!

Our guide was passionate about the
Koran sayings on cats and dogs: loves
the former don’t touch the latter.

A Muslim mosque tower in the medina.

Inlay craftsman and his completed
traditional mirror design.

A leather worker cleaning a goat skin.

Leather tanning vats.

Man skillfully crafting handmade shoes.

A leather worker builds a hand bag.

A young girl with twin dolls and decorated feet.

The Tetouan medina and the much loved alley cats.

Lunch entertainment. This not so young
fellow danced and performed acrobatics
with a tray of candles on his head.

Two young singers with an ancient three
stringed instrument.

Cabinet maker with hand carved and inlaid table.

END OF TETOUAN SOUK TOUR. THE CRAFTSMEN ARE NOT ON SHOW FOR TOURISTS! THIS IS LIFE IN
TETOUAN. OUR GUIDE WAS GREAT. IT IS A FASCINATING SOUK. WE RETURNED BY TAXI AT ABOUT 2
EURO PER “PLACE” OR SEAT.

LAND VOYAGE TO MAGICAL CHEFCHAOUEN IN THE RIF MOUNTAINS
We were lucky to meet an Ozzie in Marina Smir who knew the ropes around our nearby village of
M’Diq and where to find a cheap (27euros for 24hours) rental car. So with a picnic box and 2/3 tank
full of gas in the little Kia we set off along the rocky coastal road with great rugged scenery before
turning up a beautiful river valley that has cut into the Rif mountains which rise to 2000 metres and
then on to Chefchaouen. The 14th Century Kasbah and the pastel blue streets make for a wonderful
ramble around medina and the souk.

The rugged coast on the way to
Chefchaouen. From this beach we
turned left into the mountain valley.

Berber boy minding healthy goats.

The winter wheat harvest was in progress. Berber women
were seen harvesting with sickles in traditional hats,
dresses and shoes.

Kids have fun while helping with many
jobs like getting water.

Berber women harvest the winter
wheat by hand.

The beautiful wild oleanders line the
road and hills on the way up the river
valley.

There are beautiful vistas heading south
away from the north Morocco coast and
up the river valley.

The Berbers wear beautiful red dresses
even during farm work. The hats too are
traditional. We saw them being made in
Tetouan. But I think there are different
colors for each tribe.

Hundreds of bends later we gradually
climb up the Rif Mountain valley
scattered with farming hamlets.

Patchwork of fertile farm land. Unlike
Spain the vineyards are absent.

The river has cut deeply into the
mountains creating craggy cliffs and
valleys

It seemed like a special day for
ploughing with many donkeys hard at
work.

Tajine cooking pots and Rif Mountains.

After about an hour from the coast we drive under the peaks of the Rif Mountains into Chefchaouen.
According to Lonely Planet: “Moulay Ali ben Rachid founded Chaouen in 1471 as a base for Riffian
Berber tribes to launch attacks on the Portuguese in Ceuta. The town expanded with the arrival of
Muslim and Jewish refugees from Granada in 1494...The pale-blue wash today was introduced in the
1930’s by the Jewish refugees…” p.201 9th edition.

Chefchaouen under the peaks.

Chefchaouen girl in red.

Traditional bright handmade shoes.

Berber hats. The traditional colours and
clothes are still worn in this Berber
region.

Our trusty guide and driver.

Man walking and traditional dresses for
sale.

Hand knitted woolen shoe.

The central square and Kasbah: Plaza Uta El Hamman.

A thousand shades of blue in Chefchaouen.

The pale blues are easier on the eyes
than the solid whites of many
Mediterranean towns.

Bright local dyes and paints.

You can always get fresh squeezed
orange juice in Morocco.

Young girl in red with bread delivery in narrow street.

Blue streets and mountain blue skies of Chefchaouen.

Young boy in red at blue well. Is that a water bomb?

Picnic with goats and cows on the banks
of the river.

Picnic site on the road back to Tetouan
and Smir Marina.

The return down the winding roads to the coast was not without incidents. Impatient drivers often
overtook on dangerous, blind curves. A bus driver seemed to be on a cell phone and was hurtling
down at us on the wrong side of the road without his hands on the wheel. The sharp curbs produced
a few bangs and thumps. One hub cap flew off but we were able to do a “U” turn and find it. Finally,
at Tetouan, we arrived with; a flat tyre. Luckily the miniature spare was inflated and could just carry
us back to Marina Smir. Hats off to Richard for his incredible driving skills and making a wonderful,
unforgettable day!

What fantastic land voyages! It’s so great to be retired!
May 21, 2014
Marina Smir, Morocco

